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Abstract: As computing technology improves the accessibility to computing resources increases, the demands
put on resources gets higher and higher. A grid is a large-scale, heterogeneous, dynamic collection of
independent systems, geographically distributed and interconnected with high speed networks. Furthermore,
in grid, the resource allocation is a process of allocating user jobs to the CPUs. These jobs are divided into tasks
which are allocated to different computers on grid for execution process. Resource allocation is one of the
critical features of grid technology. Thus, we found that resource heterogeneity has a great impact on resource
allocation which is quite significant in terms of performance, reliability, robustness and scalability. Indeed, the
system robustness increases as the system complexity increases. In other words, resource allocation is also an
NP complete problem where there is no final solution. The main objective of this study is to review the various
grid resource allocations strategies which will in turn serve as a guide for researchers and our vision for future
research directions. Therefore, to facilitate further developments in the area, it is essential to survey and review
the existing body of knowledge. Therefore, in this chapter, we have studied and classified various ways to
achieve an optimum solution. Operation research management (game theory and transportation method) which
have been widely use in grid resource allocation for optimum solution, we will design and evaluate a new
algorithm for resource allocation either by using simulation or real grid environment.
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INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of Internet, availability of high
speed networks and highly use of effective computers
have increased the demand of grid computing (Foster,
2002; Foster et al., 1998; Abbas, 2004; Berman et al.,
2003a; Baker et al., 2002). A grid is a large-scale,
heterogeneous, dynamic collection of independent
systems, geographically distributed and interconnected
with high speed networks. Through the use of grid
technology, users can obtain huge computational power
that can hardly be obtained from a single computer. In
grid computing, resource allocation is a critical problem,
which seriously affects the capability of the entire grid
system (Foster and Kesselman, 2004). This new field has
emerged, distinguished from traditional distributed
computing by its concentration on large-scale resource
sharing and also This new field has emerged,
distinguished from traditional distributed computing by its
concentration on large-scale resource sharing and also it
has been proven that resource heterogeneity affects the
resource allocation in really quite significant way in terms
of performance, reliability, robustness and scalability. The
system robustness increases as system complexity
increases. System complexness is a function of system
resources and available computing tasks. In other words,
resource allocation is also an NP complete problem where

there is no final solution. The main objective of this study
is to review the various grid resource allocations
strategies which will in turn serve as a guide for
researchers and our vision for future research directions.
Therefore, to facilitate further developments in the area,
it is essential to survey and review the existing body of
knowledge. Based on Table 1, we have studied and
classified various ways to achieve an optimum solution.
Operation research management (game theory and
transportation method) which have been widely use in
grid resource allocation for optimum solution, we will
design and evaluate a new algorithm for resource
allocation either by using simulation or real grid
environment. The resource allocation challenges in
general can be listed as follows:

Scalability: In large distributed and heterogeneous
systems, the issue of scalability is one of the important
challenges to be addressed while developing resources
allocation schemes. Scalability makes it necessary that an
increase in the number of new agents and resources inside
the system has no noticeable influence on overall
performance   as   well   as   on   administrative   tasks.  A
heterogeneous network like grid has the potential to
encompass a huge number of high performance
computing resources operating collectively. Each
constituents of such system possesses its own function, its
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Table 1: A tabular representation of previous researches being reviewed
Author (s) Type Method (s) Year
Aram et al. (2004) Resource allocation using reinforcement learning By creating multiple agents 2004
Aram et al. (2005) Resource allocation with learning agents By using multi-agent learning techniques 2005
Jun, et al. (2009) Efficient algorithms to solve a class of resource By using linear programming method 2009
Leila (2008) Dynamic resource allocation mechanisms By using best fit algorithm and process migration 2007
Leila  (2007) Formal model of dynamic resource allocation By Service Level Agreement (SLA) , best 2008

fit algorithm and process migration
Tibor (2006) A resource allocation protocol for providing By using probability tree modeled as an 2006

quality of service AND/OR tree and the execution of a process is 
carried out through a search of a solution tree

Manpreet (2010) Resource oriented ant algorithm Using ant colony as its key allocation strategy 2010
Jimmy et al. (2007) Brokering algorithms for composing low cost By applying genetic algorithm, a heuristic and 2007

distributed storage dynamic programming algorithm.
Rouhollah and Hadi (2010) Analytic hierarchy process (ARA) Using Multi-Criteria Decision Making 2010

(MCDM), static and dynamic methods
Czajkowskit et al. (1999) Co-allocation architecture by providing a flexible Using atomic transaction co-allocator and 1999

set of basic co-allocation mechanisms an interactive transaction co-allocator
Somasundaram and Task resource allocation using swift scheduler By using swift scheduler method 2009
Radhakrishnan (2009)
Ricardo et al. (2003) Grid-aware network resources allocation Using policy-based approach 2003
Daniel and Emiliano (2004) Framework for resource allocation By applying a heuristic solutions 2004
Adil et al. (2011) Bidding-based grid resource selection By applying a single reservation mechanism 2011
Xavier et al. (2009) Configurable auction server for resource Using Virtual Organizations (VO) and 2009

allocation protocols market-based allocation mechanisms through
the method of dynamic pricing

Daniel and Anubhav (2004) Auction based resource allocation protocols Using auction model for resource management, 2004
using the simgrid simulation framework.

Das and Grosu (2005) Combinatorial auction-based protocols Using auction model and applications owned 2005
by users for which they require the services
provided by owners of the resource.

Viswanath et al. (2006) Algorithm for resource allocation using By applying Seeded Genetic Algorithm (SGA) 2007
combinatorial auctions for real-time estimated winner determination in

CA’s as well as to measure up to its performance
through a local stochastic search procedure, casanova

Ming et al. (2009) Resource allocation based on equivalent price By using combinatorial double auction method 2009
Kang and David (2007) Decentralized auction framework to promote By using auction base method 2007

efficient resource allocation in open 
computational grids

FuFang and DeYu (2008) Resource allocation algorithm based Using resource vectors and task vectors as 2008
on fuzzy clustering one to make up hybrid vectors of grid resources

and tasks. then, net- mask method
Dawei et al. (2010) Optimizing grid resource allocation by combining By applying a novel heuristic, min-min algorithm 2010

fuzzy clustering with application preference and ACO(Ant Colony) algorithm
Li and Li (2005) Utility-based two level market solution for By using a market method 2005

optimal resource allocation in computational grid
Saeed et al. (2009) a novel market based grid resource allocation by using market base method 2009

algorithm
Chun-tian and zhi-jie (2006) Parallel algorithm for grid resource allocation By applying game theory and derivation process 2006

based on nash equilibrium which began with a max-min problem with
constraint and proceeded by using lagrangian method

own resources and environment. These components are
not necessarily fashioned to operate together in the overall
system. They may be physically located in different
organization and may not be aware of each other’s
abilities. The resource management framework for such
system should not lower its speed, overall performance
and efficiency significantly (or at least lower gracefully)
when the number of processors becomes large or once the
requests for placement become more frequent. 

Adaptability: A heterogeneous infrastructure such as grid
is  dynamic   environment   where the location, type  and

performance of the elements are constantly changing. For
example, a component resource may be put into or pulled
from grid any time. These resources may not be
completely dedicated to such environment and therefore
the computational capabilities of the system will vary
over time. The existing architecture of resource allocation
for grid features virtually no mechanism for automatic
adaptation within the system or its parts to its parts to new
internally or externally imposed conditions. To develop
adaptive grid system it is necessary to provide mechanism
for  automated  adaptation  and  reconfiguration   of  the
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Fig. 1: Type of resources in a grid

network on all hierarchy stages. Such mechanism consist
of monitoring of the state of the computing nodes of
heterogeneous network, its evaluation along with decision
taking, intelligent decision execution and finally
delegation of control to human operators. In such
environment, availability of resources may fluctuate
which may result from connection or disconnection of
computing resources, human interaction or interruption of
the computers etc.

Fault tolerance and reliability: As a result of the
complex nature of heterogeneous networks, this is a key
issue for the network administrators and there are several
ways that detection of such occurrences can be
accomplished. Whenever a fault arises, it is important to,
as rapidly as possible: Determine exactly where the fault
is, Isolate the rest of the network from the failure so that
it can continue to function without interference,
Reconfigure or alter the network in such a way as to
decrease the impact of operation with no failed
component or components, repair or replace the failed
components to restore the network to its initial state. As
grid is really a distributed and unreliable system involving
heterogeneous resources located in different geographical
domain, for this case fault tolerant resource allocation
services need to be provided. In, particular when crashes
occur, tasks have to be reallocated quickly and
automatically, in a very completely transparent way from
the user’s perspective. A grid is a distributed system
involved with heterogeneous resources located in different
geographical domains that are potentially managed by
different organizations. Therefore, most of the difficulties
encountered when designing grid software are related to
well known problems in distributed computing. One of
the primary challenges for grid computing is the ability to
tolerate failure and recover from them (ideally in a
transparent way). Current grid middleware still lacks
mature fault tolerant features and next generation grids
needs to solve this problem giving a more dependable
infrastructure to execute large-scale computations by

utilizing remote clusters and high performance computing
system.

Load balancing: When the demand for computing power
increases the load balancing challenge gets important. We
can state the load balancing problem as follows: given the
initial job arrival rates at each computer in the system
discover an allocation of jobs among the computers so
that the response time of the entire system over all jobs is
minimized. However, load balancing can be distinguished
as static and dynamic load balancing algorithms. In the
case of a static load balancing policy, a fixed process
graph which represents the dispersed computation
mapped onto the interconnection network. The goal is to
decrease edge dilation, processor load difference and edge
congestion. If the load circumstance changes in an
unpredictable way, the way it is the case for many
applications, it is necessary to use a dynamic load
balancing strategy which is adaptive to this changing load
situation. To be efficient for large distributed systems the
load balancing algorithm itself needs to be distributed.
Any dynamic distributed load balancing strategy can be
separated into a decision part along with a migration part.
In the decision section of the algorithm a decision could
be based on the local load circumstances and that of the
neighboring processes or it depends on the load situation
of any subset of the entire network. In the first case it is
called a 'local decision base' whereas the second case is
called 'global decision base' (Hlavacs and Christoph,
1998). 

BASIC TERMINOLOGIES

Figure 1 shows the various types of resources
available in the Grid. Computation, databases, data and
storage, hardware equipment, software and licenses,
communications links, capacities, architectures and
policies are types of resources in the Grid.

Computational resources (computational grid):
Computational resources are the most important resources
and common in the Grid. They can be varying in
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architecture, software platform, speed and connectivity.
They allow CPU scavenging to make better utilization of
resources. This resulted to when any computer becomes
idle; it reports its state to the Grid. With the help of this,
users are motivated to join to the Grid. At the end of this
point, the resource used for Grid. Computational Grid
aggregates the processing power from a distributed
collection of systems. They grant the computational
power to process large-scale jobs. In the Grid system,
there are three major ways to utilize the computation
resources:

C An existing parallel application can be run on the
Grid.

C Tasks or applications can be able to be divided into
separate parts as well as execution is taking place
parallelly on different machines in the Grid.

C Application can be run several times on various
different machines at the same time.

Data storage resource (data grid): It is the second most
common resource in Grid. It can be it can be secondary
storage such as HDD and type driver to increase capacity,
or memory attached to the processor, performance,
sharing and reliability of data. Data Grid grants an access
to the datasets as well as scalable storage. Catalogued,
Replicated, as well as even diverse datasets are being
stored in different positions for it to create an illusion of
mass storage. Using unified file system such as Andrew
File System (AFS) and Network File System (NFS) with
the storage on multiple machines increase the capacity.
These advanced file systems can duplicate sets of data. 

Communication: It becomes another resource in the Grid
when some jobs require a lot of data to be processed since
bandwidth can be critical resource that can limit
utilization of the Grid for such jobs. Sometimes to
overcome potential network failures as well as huge data
traffic, redundant communication paths e.g., VPNs are
needed. Software and licenses, architecture, capacities,
special equipment as well as policies characterize a
different kind of resources. Installation of too expensive
software on each Grid machine increases cost. To avoid
this, this software is installed on some particular machines
that jobs requiring this software to be sent. Therefore this
method can reduce the cost for an organization. Because
of the heterogeneous as well as the dynamic nature of the
Grid, it has often different operating systems, capacities,
devices, architectures and policies. every items stand for
a different kind of resource while the Grid allocate jobs to
machines since it can use this special equipment,
architecture, capacities and policies as criteria. For
instance, there is various type of software running on
different  architecture  such  as  Sun  Ultra,  SGI  origin,
x86 etc.

A general definition and terminology: A specific
meaning of a Grid scheduler rely more on the way the
scheduler is structured (it can be super-scheduler,
decentralized scheduler, local scheduler or a meta-
scheduler) and the environment characteristics, such as
the dynamics of the system. Furthermore, in a general
setting, a Grid scheduler will be permanently running as
follows: by obtaining new incoming jobs, checking for
available resources, selecting the proper resources base on
availability, generate a planning of jobs to selected
resources and performance criteria. Usually the following
terminology is employed for scheduling in Grids.

Task: Signifies a computational unit (characteristically a
program and possibly associated data) to run on a Grid
node. Even though in the literature no unique
classification of task concept, usually a task is measured
as an indivisible schedulable unit. Tasks could be
independent or there could be dependencies (Grid
workflows) or (loosely coupled).

Job: It is a computational activity which is made up of
different resource requirements (CPU, software libraries,
number of nodes, memory, etc.) and constraints, usually
expressed within the job description. Furthermore, in the
simplest case, a job could have  one task and also
numerous tasks could require different processing
capabilities.

Application: It is the software designed for solving a
problem in a computational environment; it might require
dividing the computation into jobs or it may well be a
``monolithic'' application. Afterwards, the entire
application will be allocated in a computational node and
is usually referred to as application deployment.
Applications may possibly have different resource
requirements and constraints, usually expressed within the
application description. 

Resource: It is an essential computational entity
(computational device or service) in which jobs, tasks and
applications are being scheduled, allocated and processed
consequently. Resources are comprises with their own
characteristics such as CPU characteristics, memory,
software, etc. Some parameters are usually linked with a
resource, between them the processing speed and
workload, which transform over time. Furthermore, the
resources could belong to different administrative
domains, involving different policies on access and usage.

Specifications: Task, job along with application
requirements are usually specified by using high-level
specification languages (metalanguages). Likewise, the
resource characteristics are expressed using specification
languages. 
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Resource pre-reservation: When tasks have
requirements on the concluding time or when there are
dependencies that require advance resource reservation to
guarantee the correct execution of the workflow, Pre-
reservation will be required. The advance reservation is
carried out through negotiation and agreement protocols
between resource providers and consumers.

Planning: It refers to mapping of tasks to computational
resources.

Grid scheduler: Is the software component in control of
computing a mapping of tasks to Grid resources beneath
multiple criteria as well as Grid environment
configurations. Moreover, different stage within a Grid
scheduler have been recognized in the Grid computing
literature, which consist of meta-schedulers, super-
schedulers, enterprise schedulers and local/cluster
schedulers. As a key component of any Grid system, the
Grid scheduler use to interact with other components of
the Grid system: Grid information system, network
management systems and local resource management
systems. In Grid computing, all kinds of schedulers have
to coexist and they may possibly in general pursue
conflicting goals; thus, there is the need for interaction
and coordination between the different schedulers in order
to execute the tasks. Therefore, these should be noted.

Super-scheduler: Super-scheduler is a type of scheduler
that corresponds to a centralized scheduling approach in
which local schedulers are being utilized for it to allocate
as well as reserve resources in Grid, while the local
schedulers control their job queue processing.
Furthermore, it is in charge of managing the advance
reservation, service level agreement and negotiation. 

Meta-scheduler: It is also identified as a metabroker
which take place when a particular job or application is
allocated in more than one resource across different
systems. Moreover, base on the case of super-schedulers,
meta-scheduler utilizes local schedulers of a single
system. Consequently, meta-schedulers bring together
local schedulers to compute an overall schedule. The
Performance of load balancing across multiple systems is
the main objective here.

Local/cluster scheduler: It is in charge of allocating
tasks to resources in the same local area network. The
scheduler controls the local job queuing system and the
local resources and is therefore a ``close to resource''
scheduler type.

Enterprise scheduler: It occurs in large enterprises
having computational resources distributed in many
enterprise departments. It also uses the different local
schedulers belonging similar to the enterprise.

Immediate mode scheduling: It is a kind of scheduling,
where by tasks are being scheduled as soon as they go
into the system. 

Batch mode scheduling: It is a kind of scheduling, where
by tasks are grouped into batches, those batches are being
assigned to the resources through the scheduler. The
results of processing are usually obtained at a later time.

Non-preemptive/preemptive scheduling: This is a type
of scheduling which creates whether a job, application or
task can be interrupted or not, once allocated to the
resource. Based on the non-preemptive mode, a job,
application or task should entirely be completed in the
resource (the resource cannot be taken away from the
task, job or application). Based on the preemptive mode,
preemption is permitted; that is, the current execution of
the job can be interrupted and the job is migrated to
another resource. Preemption can be functional if job
priority is to be considered as one of the constraints.

Cooperative scheduling: In cooperative scheduling, a
sufficient schedule is computed via the support of Grid
users, rules and procedures. 

High-throughput schedulers: This kind of scheduler
maximizes the throughput (average number of tasks or
jobs processed per unit of time) in the system. It is task-
oriented schedulers; whereby, the focal point is in task
performance criteria. 

Resource-oriented schedulers: It is a type of scheduler
that maximizes resource use. It also focuses on resource
performance criteria. 

Application-oriented schedulers: It deals with
scheduling applications to meet up user's performance
criteria. To this conclusion, the scheduler have to take into
account the application specific as well as system
information to accomplish the best performance of the
application. The interaction with the user could also be
considered.

A grid can also be defined as a computing system in
which numbers of jobs are being processed by a number
of resources. 

Fig. 2: Resource allocation model
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Let set J as m jobs and R as set of n resources, which
can articulated as: 

J = J1, J2, …, Jm

R = {R1, R2, …, Rm}

where, n$1; m$1 
Figure 2 shows the mapping of jobs to resources.

Each job is comprised with a number of tasks and the
tasks for a job can be allocated to different resources. 
Definition of the variables used:

C Each job is split into k tasks. Mathematically written
as follows:

 J k k ki i i iri
 1 2, ...

where, ri$1

Table 2: Representation of key variables
Size of job

Jobs\resources R1 R2 …… Rn (workload) (C)
J1 C11 C 12 …… C 1n C1

J2 C 21 C 22 C 2n C2

: : : : :
Jm C m1 C m2 …… C mn Cm

Resource capability (D) D1 D2 …… Dn

C Wij refers to the number of units of processing from
job i that is to be executed on Resource j

C Ai refers to the number of units of processing making
up job i

C Bj refers to the number of units of processing that the
resource j has available

C Cij refers to the unit cost related with allocating job i
to resource j. This resulted to the time of
transportation and time to execute one unit of
processing. In what follows, we will refer to Cij refers
to the ‘allocation cost’.

Fig. 3: A group of previous researches based on different types of methods being used in grid resource allocation
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The key variables significant to Grid resource
allocation problem can be represented as in Table 2.

Figure 3 shows the group of previous researches
based on different types of methods being used in grid
resource allocation, which are as follows:

Static based: A static base resource allocation constitutes
a fixed data entry or fixed accounting scheme such as a
fixed access to a computer node. Based on this approach,
Tibor (2006) main objective is to assign an application’s
processes to compute servers that can present the required
Quality of Service as well as execute the processes in a
cost-efficient method. They presented a protocol of
identifying compute servers that can execute the
application with minimal cost as well as provide the
required Quality of Service for the application.
Furthermore, according to their work each process has a
specific resource requirements, such as memory, network
bandwidth, number of processors and so on. The
discovery of resource and the assignment process are
being modeled as tree and the execution of a  process took
place through a search of a solution tree. The authors also
came up with a protocol that allocated processes to the
compute servers. 

In a related development, by Somasundaram and
Radhakrishnan (2009), incoming jobs from different users
are collected and stored in job list and available resources
are stored in resource list. The Swift Scheduler (SS) in
GridSim (Sulistio et al., 2008) maps jobs from resource
queue as well as resources from job queue by the use of
heuristics function. According to Swift Scheduler, jobs
allocations as well as resource selection process are
executed using heuristic searching algorithm on Shortest
Job First, which minimizes the average time waiting of
jobs. Therefore, in general the turnaround time is
minimized and resource utilization is greater than before.
They carry out the Swift Scheduler test in GridSim
through various number of jobs, number of resources
against total processing time, resource utilization and cost.
To be noted, for resource allocation to be more efficient
using this method to achieve a high throughput and high
resource utilization, they should consider to hybrid the
Swift Scheduler with an evolutionary algorithm such as
Particle Swarm Optimization technique (PSO) which is a
computational method that optimizes a problem by
iteratively trying to enhance a candidate solution with
respect to a given measure of high quality. PSO optimizes
a problem by having a population of prospect solutions,
here named particles and moving these particles around at
the search-space based on simple mathematical formulae
over the particle’s position and velocity. Each particle's
mobility is inspired by its local best known position and
is also guided toward the best identified positions in the
search-space, which are updated as better positions are
found by other particles. This is expected to move the
swarm when it comes to the best solutions.

Dynamic based: A dynamic based resource allocation is
a process whereby dynamic mechanisms adapt their
participation conditions according to the change of
available resource quantities. Based on this model Leila
(2007) method here has been used by a combining best fit
algorithm and process migration. According to this
approach, a resource reservation is decided by an
administration based on monitoring outcome specified by
the system at a given time. In addition, applications
requirements may dynamically be transformed at runtime.
Moreover, they presume a global grid network (Berman
et al., 2003b) where resources are distributed all over the
globe. Users put forward applications to their local area
network scheduler. The scheduler afterward allocates
resources to each application taking into consideration the
application's Service Level Agreement without an
administrator intrusion. The scheduler select resources
related to the application requirements and allocate them
to the requesting application. The resource manager links
a separate thread for each registered grid application.
While a resource observer daemon runs on each host to
gather information regarding resources as well as to send
them to the recorder database. In order for them to
achieve resource virtualization, they used the adapter
design pattern (Gamma et al., 1995). The author
conducted a straightforward scenarios where a grid
application was dynamically allocated as well as migrated
wherever needed by the system, moreover an optimization
needs to be done on runtime because when a certain
numbers of resource are needed to be allocated there will
be an occurrence of time delay.

Similarly, (Leila, 2008) proposed a formal model
which involves a set of resources linked together, as well
as a set of tasks which contain resources requirements.
The defined approach is reflecting on their past
knowledge (Leila, 2007). They named the actors of the
model as: Task. A Task is defined as a user application or
a service which is characterized with its requirements in
terms of a Service Level Agreement (SLA). The
relationship between the resources requirements, the
duration of execution time, as well as the computational
power of grid execution nodes is also analyzed throughout
the model. The model does not take account of the
possible relocation of a task caused as a result of a
violation in the SLA. Once a task is submitted to an
execution node, it will stay there until it finishes
execution. But if it has knowledge of its duration, after
analyzing the relationship between a task load and the
power of the machine then the expected resource use
efficiency which represents the efficiency of an allocation
algorithm. They also created tasks processing and
execution tools to authenticate the validity of their model.
To validate this relationship, they conducted experiments
which evaluate the performance of first fit allocation
mechanism in the experimental grid system being
implemented by them. To avoid problem of not taking
note of relocation process of a task which resulted to
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violation in the SLA, worst fit mechanism which picks the
hole that worst meets the request of resource allocation
execution. This is implemented by choosing the host
which is why the addition of the job results in the smallest
norm. It should be applied because it will possibly be
suitable for this model and as well optimized resource
allocation process. 

Czajkowskit et al. (1999) proposed a co-allocation
architecture which creates flexible set of basic co-
allocation mechanisms that can be used to build a wide
range Operating System (OS) application specific co-
allocation tactics, which addresses the challenges of Grid
environments. Whereas providing an application with a
single concept for monitoring and controlling those
resources. These mechanisms permit a dynamic
construction, configuration and have power over the set of
independently administered and controlled resources.
Furthermore, they inspect the co-allocation problem, as
well presented a mechanisms with the aim of allowing
every single application to channel the resource’ selection
throughout the period of co-allocation process. Therefore
these mechanisms address all the issues relating to
allocation, control, configuration and monitoring of
distributed computations. The authors implement a
construction of two co-allocators: transaction co-
allocator-Globus Resource Allocation Broker (GRAB)
and an interactive transaction co-allocator-Dynamically
Updated Resource Online Co-allocator (DUROC). Both
GRAB and DUROC are implemented as a collection of
libraries which is designed to be connected with
application codes. Co-allocation requests are expressed in
terms of an extensible resource allocation language, or
RSL (Czajkowski et al., 1998). The Globus toolkit formed
a central part of DUROC and has seen wide use both
directly within tools such as MPICH-G (Foster and
Kesselman, 1998) in applications. Despite the fact that the
co-allocation strategies is being offered, they do not
address the problem ensuring a given co-allocation
request will succeed or not. It is to be noted that advance
reservations co-allocation with the use of some
mechanisms, (e.g., computers and bandwidth) managed
by various existing schedulers using PluS, which provides
advance reservation capability coordinating with a few
queuing systems, such as TORQUE (provides control
over batch jobs and distributed computing resources) and
Sun Grid Engine (manages and schedules the allocation of
distributed resources for instance processors, memory,
disk space). That will enables the construction of
application-level of co-reservation and support a dynamic
discovery and independently controlled and administered
to be sure that the co-allocation will succeed.

Ricardo et al. (2003) main goal is to allow an
integrated management of the communication
infrastructure which is being required for the grid
operation. Based on this architecture the network
administrators, in each administrative domain that
composes the grid, define translation rules in order to

control how to create the network policies based on the
grid requirements. Furthermore, they implemented a Web-
based prototype, in order to support the proposed
architecture, where the grid administrator is allowed to
specify the grid policies and the network administrators in
each domain can specify the translation rules. The
presented solution characterize a translation mechanism
where network policies are being created by translation
rules being use as input data information retrieved from
the grid policies. Moreover, the network policies being
generated through the translation mechanism which are
translated to the network configuration actions executed
through the Policy Decision Points (Westerinen et al.,
2001) of a regular policy-based management system.
Each and every domain possess network administrator
that describe local translation rules, which are different
compared to the rules distinct by other administrator, a
single grid policy is translated to different network
policies in each administrative domain. Even though the
translation rules are flexible, this forces the network
administrators to gain knowledge of a new language to
define more adequate translations. It is to be noted, that
the bandwidth consumption investigation is required,
although performance and scalability observations of the
translation engine seems to be more critical, primarily
concerning the number of grid rules, levels of rule nesting
and the number of translation rules defined by the
network administrator.

A similar study by Menasce et al. (1995), which
presents a framework for constructing heuristic solutions
of NP-hard problem and provided a numerical example.
They reflect on various types of resources, firstly the
dependency among tasks, secondly cost, as well as SLA
constraints. Furthermore, existing research on resource
allocation and task scheduling in heterogeneous
multiprocessor environments (Menasce et al., 1994;
Menasce et al., 1995) characteristically addresses the
problems of minimizing the completion time or execution
as well as maximizing the throughput. Based on the
numerous important of optimization problems related to
the allocation of resources in a grid computing, the
authors came up with the assumptions related with
resources and with the applications that use these
resources, by presenting a framework that can be used to
design several heuristics and illustrate the framework
through an example. The heuristic scheduling framework
is based on the work of Menasce et al. (1994). The
aforementioned authors regards that a scheduling
algorithm is tranquil of a heuristic and envelope.
Consequently, they envision a scheduling algorithm as
consisting of a loop that is being executed until all logical
entities such as tasks, communication pairs, logical
Service Providers allocation (SPs) and logical data storage
elements are allocated to physical resources such as
computing resources, networks, physical Service
Providers allocation (SPs) and physical data storage
resources. Furthermore, the heuristic technique assigns
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the actual rudiments of each and every domain to the
physical resources. Conclusively, a domain update,
procedure updates the domains based on the results of the
heuristic.

A study by Rouhollah and Hadi (2010), in these
method analytical hierarchy process is been introduced to
resolve resource allocation problem. There are two
techniques being used in this area called static and
dynamic methods. For static method, the information of
tasks and performing platform thought to be fixed and
defined in advance (Kwok et al., 2006; Braun et al., 2008;
Huang et al., 2009). Here, as soon as a task is sent to grid,
the scheduler must decide on what resource the task may
possibly be applied to. This decision advancement is a
Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) problem. There
are various forms of clarification for this area of
problems. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty,
2008) is one of the popular and extensively used
techniques in MCDM problems. Complex problems are
being converted to simple ones by assessing their mutual
effects using these techniques. Based on ARA, users put
forward their tasks to grid scheduler then the scheduler
name an MCDM problem by using the task properties and
dynamic resource characteristics. To choose a resource,
the schedulers depart through AHP and at last send the ID
of chosen one to the user. After that, the scheduler recalls
resource information from Grid Information System (GIS)
to produce the general preference matrices of resources
for each resource characteristic. The scheduler in
represented technique gets the resource information from
GIS and uses it to appropriately share out the system load
between grid resources. They use GridSim as there
simulator to assess the performance of the technique. The
results proved that their method improves the value of
task successful execution rate as well as reduces the mean
waiting time of tasks.

Linear programming: A Linear programming is the
process of taking various linear inequalities relating to
some situation and finding the “most effective " value
obtainable under those conditions. Jun et al. (2009)
highlight on the solution of problems in a gigantic
wireless networks that’s deals with resource allocation by
applying their algorithm. Initially they look into link
scheduling problem (assigning each link a collection of
time slots in which it will transmit. This schedule can
guarantee all links in each slot which it can transmit at the
same time without triggering unaccepted mutual
interference.) and categorize the properties that formulate
its possibilities to compute solutions efficiently. They use
this problem as an example to point up the type of
problem structure that is amenable to their numerical
technique and to enlighten how an efficient solution can
be constructed. They also expand the method in to where
the goal function is nonlinear presentation, which their
technique blends efficiently with a chronological linear
programming method. According to the numerical results,

it is possible to compute best solutions of huge wireless
networks in sensible CPU time. Base on the numerical
results, it explains that the algorithm is capable of solving
problems in which a commercial solver cannot be able to
deal with, only that a feature work need to be done on
load balancing, to avoid overloading.

Fuzzy clustering: Fuzzy clustering is a type
of algorithms for cluster analysis whereby the allocation
of data being positioned to clusters is not "hard" all-or-
nothing. Fuzzy logic has been extended to manage the
concept of partial truth, where the truth value may range
between absolutely true and absolutely false. Similarly,
FuFang and DeYu (2008) algorithm delicately assigns
appropriate resource while reserving the resources whose
power greatly exceed the requirements of current tasks for
future use when complex large-scale tasks arrive to the
very task that exactly suit its’ needs for resource. It has
provided a new approach called a novel algorithm of grid
resource allocation based on hybrid fuzzy clustering of
grid resources and tasks. When starting the assignation of
grid resources to grid tasks, they place resource vectors
and task vectors as one, to make up hybrid vectors of grid
resources and tasks. They execute fuzzy clustering on the
hybrid vectors, which resulted to the split of vectors into
several groups. The traditional method of doing fuzzy
clustering is too inefficient to be used according to their
occasion, for the transitive conclusion method has time
complexity of O (n3) which will cost much more of the
system resource. According to article (Ru-Huai, 1980),
they can obtain fuzzy clustering result directly from fuzzy
similarity matrix by using net-mask method whose time
complexity is less than O (n2). Through the use of net-
mask method, the efficiency of this algorithm has been
largely enhanced. According to the theory of fuzzy
clustering, they can substantiate that the similar extent of
vectors in the same group is much higher than that in
different groups. This means that, in the same group of
vectors, the vector representing one grid resource will
adequately match the very vector representing one grid
task. Finally, on the basic of clustering result, they
allocate the grid resource to the grid task which equally is
represented by the vector in the same group. In this way,
they precisely allocate the proper resource to the very task
that accurately meets its needs, while reserving the
resources whose authority is greatly beyond the needs of
the current task for future use. The presented algorithm
has high efficiency and good robustness, but it is to be
noted, there might be an occurrence of overload due to the
special reservation of resources for whose authority is
beyond the needs of the current task.

Moreover, (Dawei et al., 2010) since this problem is
NP complete, it is very difficult to find a general
algorithm to solve the problem efficiently when the
number of resources is large. This study tries to put
forward a novel heuristic grid resource allocation
algorithm by the use of clusters grid resources and give an
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assessment condition of a high-quality fuzzy clustering
and for the time being to consider the differences in the
application preferences of the users. Fuzzy clustering
technique is applied according to a group of features
explain the application preferences of the users to
comprehend a reasonable pre-classification resources for
assortment, Then a resource is chosen according to the
synthetic assessment value, which can make the user’s
target utility maximized. To prove the performance of
FRAAP algorithm, the FRA (Fuzzy clustering Resource
Allocation) (Du et al., 2006) algorithm, the Min-min
algorithm and ACO (Ant Colony) algorithm (Dorigo and
Blum, 2005) are used to compare with each other. In this
experimentation, (Buyya et al., 2002) simulator was used
to build a grid task scheduling simulation platform. The
resource features are collected with reputation, computer
power, price, loading and communication capacity, for
that reason there will be no need to search every resource
at each scheduling step. This algorithm can as well reduce
the space complexity and time complexity and select
which resource to execute the current task. In the
meantime, the algorithm can also improve load balancing
in grid environments. 

Game theory: Game theory concerned the necessity of
decision making in a certain situations where by two or
more rational opponents are being occupied under
conditions of competition along with conflicting interests
in expectation of definite outcomes in excess period of
time. Chun-tian and zhi-jie (2006), concerned with
allocating computational resources (CPU time) for grid
computing. The idea of applying economics to resource
management has been covered in many researches
(Buyya, 2002; Subramoniam et al., 2002; Weng et al.,
2005; Ferguson et al., 1996; Buyya et al., 2001; Bredin et
al., 1998). Majority of them investigated the economy in
general equilibrium. In this study, game theory (Osborne
and Rubinstein, 1994) is utilized to optimize resource
allocation. Nash equilibrium is a type of “stalemate”
where by no one has interest in altering or given no
change of others. It differentiates from general
equilibrium theory by its focus on equilibrium analysis
between not only supplier and consumer, but also
consumer and consumer. One of the major contributions
of this research is the derivation of Nash equilibrium of
various grid users with a set of parallel tasks at single grid
resource. The main key feature of the derived Nash
equilibrium is that it is based on maximum entropy
method, which can be converted to the initial Nash-
equilibrium problem into a differentiable optimal
problem. Furthermore the derivation process began with
a max-min problem with constraint and proceeded by
using Lagrangian method by assuming the resource price
loads is known. Also this research considers more general
case of parallel tasks and develops an optimal allocation
strategy called Nash equilibrium-based allocation
strategy, which minimizes a user’s job execution time in

grid computing. This strategy takes advantage of
proportional resource sharing model to manage grid
resources. Based on this model, it shows that the
percentage of resource allocated to the user application is
proportional to the bid value in comparison to other users’
bids. 

Market based: Market based resource allocation
comprises with auctioneer which acts as a mediator
between sellers and buyers, Buy orders (requests) and sell
orders (offers) may be submitted at anytime during the
trading period, Price is attached to the requests or offers
at any time when there are open requests and offers that
match in term of requirements and price. A trade is
executed instantly; consumer and producer agents are
capable of setting their own prices. Producer of the
resource raise the price when the demand is high and
lower the price when demand is low. Consumer of the
resource raises the price when supply is low and lowers
the price when supply is high. More so Li and Li (2005)
main objective is to deal with utility functions used for
calculating the utility of resource allocation through the
use of utility based optimization method which will
permit the integration of different optimization objectives
into allocation process. They divide the optimization
problem into two levels of sub problems so that the
computational complexity will be reduced. Once there is
balance of prices, they will be acquired during the
resource market level optimization as well as the service
market level optimization overall user’s benefit of the
computational grid will be maximized. Buyya et al.
(2000) and Buyya and Abramson (2001) has come up
with a distributed computational economy-based
framework, called as the Grid Architecture for
Computational Economy (GRACE), for resource
allocation as well as to regulate supply and demand of the
available resources. Carsten Ernemann (Ernemann, 2002)
also tackles the idea of applying economic models to the
scheduling task. To apprehend the full potential of Grid
economy, Gridbus project (The Gridbus Project:
http://www.gridbus.org) has been developing technologies
to facilitate end-to-end support for allocation of resources
based on resource providers in addition with consumers
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Wolski et al.
(2001) examines 'G-commerce' computational economies
for managing resource allocation in Computational Grid
settings. According to the above proposed models, utility
function is realistic and computable. Furthermore, they
consider grid users in addition with grid providers to joint
optimization through decaying the grid resource allocation
and optimization into sub problems. In Kelly (1997) and
Cui et al. (2003) recommend a price-based resource
allocation model to maximized aggregate utility of flows,
by maximal clique associated outline prices for wireless
channel entrée coordination. In Cui et al. (2003) aim the
problem concerning optimal network resource allocation
during overlay multicast. In Jiang and Scott (1996), Hong
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Jiang discusses the role of prices in combining network
resource allocation, contract negotiation and user
characterization, to structure a complete connection
establishment process. Such processes support network
efficiency through distributed resource allocation between
virtual circuits, virtual paths and circuit bundles. In
Anantharam and Richard (2002), analyze achieving the
system optimal rates in the sense of maximizing aggregate
utility in a communication network. This process is done
by decaying the overall system problem into sub problems
for the network as well as for the individual users through
introduction of pricing scheme. In Bredin et al. (1998),
formulate the hosts’ resource-allocation problem like a
game with the players being agents opposing for a
resource from a common server. Moreover they show
how to compute the unique positive Nash equilibrium
explicitly under propose information once there is more
than one player. In Gibney and Jennings (1998), present
a market-based approach to call routing in
telecommunications networks. System architecture is
described so as to allow self-interested agents
representing a variety of network resources to coordinate
their resource allocation decisions. In Ercetin and
Tassiulas (2003), study caching model in the framework
of Content Delivery Networks, The main objective is to
reduce the user latency by wisely distributing the content
as well as serving the user requests from the most
efficient surrogates. In Maheswaran and Basar (2003),
study a proportionally reasonable divisible auction to
manage agents bidding for service from network as well
as computational resources. In Jordan (2003), the method
of pricing to distribute the allocation of buffer and
bandwidth at each node along a set of paths, with the
purpose of maximizing the overall utility of all users in
the network was being applied. Finally this study, propose
a market mechanism that will allow resource allocation
optimization in grid computing via distributing it between
the grid user, grid resource and grid service. Their
approach is through the use of agents such as user agents,
service agents and resource agents. The aforementioned
agents will act as mediators between users in search of a
service through grid service market and allot of resources
accessible in the grid resource market, Therefore, this
study analyze the interactions between agents on behalf of
users, resources and services to solve resource allocation
optimization in grid computing. 

In another study, by Jimmy et al. (2007) analyzes the
composition of cheap network storage resources to meet
specific availability and capacity requirements. They
demonstrate that the problem of finding the optimal
composition for price requirements and accessibility can
decreased the problem, as well as recommend three
methods for efficiently finding fairly accurate solutions.
These include a genetic algorithm, a heuristic and
dynamic programming algorithm. The aforementioned
algorithms are capable of being implemented on a broker
that serves as intermediary connecting buyers and sellers

of storage resources. The authors recommend a model in
which the user can collect a resource of his desired
capacity and availability through the combination of
resources which, separately, not suit the user’s
requirements. The proposed system was designed in the
region of a centralized broker which serves as the bazaar
for buyers as well as sellers to meet up. When nodes with
resources intended for sell initially come online,
registration will be done on their own with the broker
base on a unique, continuously base on ID. The buyer
comes close to the broker, looking for a resource with
specific capacity and availability using it ID. The broker
after that searches its list of available sellers. The sellers
may possibly be home PC users, dedicated storage
providers, companies or organizations. There are
occurrences of interrupted lines which characterize the
peer to peer usage of the storage resources. It is to be
noted that, a future study should involve both improving
the performance of the proposed solutions, as well as
extending them to a more general problem, in terms of
performance, reliability, robustness and scalability, for
resource allocation to be more efficient.

Moreover Saeed et al. (2009) aim here was to
introduce a novel market based algorithm for grid
resource allocation as well as resolve some
ineffectiveness with current mechanisms. Grid resource
allocation could be measured as a double auction in which
the resource manager operate as an auctioneer and
resource owners  and jobs act as buyers and sellers. Base
on their approach resource allocation is based on activity
history of each participant in the auction. based on the
percentage of previous bids (asks) fluctuation along with
prior activity of each buyer(seller), Bids (asks)  in the
auctions are calculated in each round. The authors
introduce a new learning mechanism which can be use for
pricing in Continuous Double Auction and also presented
a reward function in order to confirm the winner choosing
method in the auctioneer. In each round a reward matrix
is updated by this reward function.

Auction based: It is a method whereby applicants bid for
the best resources according to their balance of "money",
as in an online auction business model which is one in
which participants bid for products and services over
the Internet. The method of buying and selling in
an auction base is been done through auction
software which control the various processes involved.
Moreover, Grosu and Das (2004) came up with auction
model for resource management using the SimGrid
simulation framework. They define the auction model in
which the main members are resource owners along with
users. Resource owner’s supply services like
computational power, storage of data, networks or
software furthermore users consume services provided by
resource owners. Here each user has a broker who take
control of him as well as schedules user’s jobs in the Grid,
bids price that user agrees to pay in the auction as well as
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hands payments to resource providers. For setting the
rules of auction and performing it, each resource owner is
comprised with auctioneer agent in charge of the
responsibilities. This engage collecting bids from brokers
involved in the auction, deciding the winner in the auction
and obtaining the payment from the winner. Moreover it
also cooperates with the local scheduler in order to
schedule the jobs of the user who basically wins in the
auction. For them to carry out their simulations they
create  a  simulator  base  on  SimGrid simulation (Chao
et al., 2002). It is to be noted that, a real applications may
run for long time which is time consuming, secondly, they
cannot explore a wide resources by means of
experimentation on real resources. For further work I will
proposed multi agent based auction resource allocation,
which will help to optimize the resource allocation time
of execution.

Das and Grosu (2005) used combinatorial auction-
based resource allocation protocol, but they first examine
its fitness in grid systems, performance and economic
efficiency. The core contestants here are users,
auctioneers and owners of the resource. The owners of the
resource offer grid services like data storage,
computational power and software or computer networks.
The users have applications for which they require the
services provided by owners of the resource. Every user
is comprised with a single broker who takes control and
schedules jobs in Grid, also creates each possible
combination of resources tasks as well as the price value
for each arrangement that he agrees to pay and hand over
payments to resource providers. The responsibility of
auctioneer includes setting the rules of the auction as well
as conducting the combinatorial auction. For them to
perform simulations they developed a simulator based on
the SimGrid simulation framework (Casanova, 2002a, b).
The GrisSim simulator permits them to evaluate the
proposed algorithm base on system performance and
economic efficiency. 

Another study by Viswanath et al. (2006) There some
major problems that occur towards the adoption
Combinatorial Auctions in time controlled environments,
they are two in numbers: firstly the difficulty being
involved in the computational convolution when
determining a winner. The difficulty involved in the
computational convolution of eliciting utility valuations
for all possible combinations of resources to different
tasks. For them to address both issues, they came up with
a new algorithm called Seeded Genetic Algorithm (SGA)
which will serve the purpose of finding high quality
solutions quickly. Seeded Genetic Algorithm makes use
of a novel representational schema with the purpose of
producing only feasible solutions. CA’s have been used
for resource allocation in a number of domains through
strict real time constraints, like sensor management
(Avasarala et al., 2005; Mullen et al., 2006), deliver chain
management (Maheswaran and Basar, 2003) as well as
grids computer (Buyya, 2002). Finally this study came up

with the approximate algorithms which will reduce the
general computational convolution of using
Combinatorial Auctions for resource allocation to
polynomial run times. They now implemented Seeded
Genetic Algorithm for real-time estimated winner
determination in CA’s as well as to measure up to its
performance through a local stochastic search procedure,
Casanova. Auction methodologies like GVAs are not
necessarily incentive compatible when determining
winner estimated techniques are used Wolski et al.
(2001), moreover, in strategic environments, privacy
concerns might prevent agents from revealing their
valuable information (Buyya et al., 2001). This could be
a problem if Seeded Genetic Algorithm (SGA) requires
users to submit their utility functions as bids, for feature
work this has to be optimized.

Kang and David (2007) recommend an open,
extensible framework which will be sufficient to promote
a straightforward, honest bidding by end users while
supporting distributed as well as autonomous power
control by the owners of the resource. Moreover their
auction framework integrate resource guessing in enabling
an expressive language for end users, as well as highlights
the role of infrastructure in imposing policies that stable
the goal of simplicity for end users with autonomy for
resource owners. In general idea, a user is able to bid for
resources any time through describing the job and
interpreting the job with a value schedule that characterize
his motivation to pay as a function of the job finishing
point of time. The market infrastructure completes this
auction by consulting the price tables being preserved by
each resource provider representing the bids of the
resource providers as well as the resource estimates of
each resource provider for the job. The market
infrastructure imposes rules on price tables as well as
resource estimation that guarantee the strategy verification
for end use. Their framework was designed to be
associated with incentives, easy for users, as well as
permits the distribution and independent control of
resources. Furthermore, they intentionally attempt for a
strategy proof, easy interface for users while assuming
that resource providers are more willing to compete via
complicated pricing algorithms and other innovations.
The auction would need to be changed slightly, so that the
resource estimate is adopted as a hard limit on the amount
of resources provided to a job. This prevents a new
manipulation in which a user under-reports resource
requirements of a job but is able to complete the work
anyway for a lower price. 

Furthermore, a study by Xavier et al. (2009), one of
their main goals here was to reliably create Virtual
Organizations (VO) on demand in an open environment
and dynamic. Virtual Organizations (VOs) are
independent entities being created to distribute services;
a key point they address is how to inflate the
computational capacity as well as deliver computing
resources when needed. They propose market-based
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allocation mechanisms through the method of dynamic
pricing. Base on their scenarios consumers, in their case
virtual organizations, comprise soft real-time jobs. In
Strbel and Weinhardt (2003), they recommend an abstract
approach to describe the mechanisms comprising such
rules in respect to the established taxonomies. The
Configurable Auction Server (CAS) depends on the basic
middleware services to provide abstractions, distribution
of the underlying fabric (Brand et al., 2007) and hide the
heterogeneity. It offered the market accurate middleware
in order execute auction mechanisms, configure the
auction servers and manages it. This approach depends on
decoupling mechanism definite functionalities from
market generic functionalities and behavior functionalities
and control.

Moreover, Ming et al. (2009) a combinatorial double
auction and pricing as well as trust theories are being used
for grid resource allocation. Firstly the ading of price
function was designed, which locates the nodes' bid prices
underneath various trust values into the equivalent prices
underneath base trust degree. Moreover, the grid
resources are allocated as well as priced based on
combinatorial double auction method. The supremacy of
trust on pricing consists of: firstly nodes of low trust
degrees which may demolish the trade security. Secondly
the bid prices establish nodes' comprehensive and
competitiveness as well as trust degrees. Various
literatures conducted a research on grid trust models, such
as Patel (2007). Furthermore, this part studied the pricing-
trust based algorithm, which should: first measurement of
comprehensive competitiveness of bid prices and trust
degrees, as well as giving nodes incentives to increase the
competitiveness. Second, prevent malicious nodes to
avoid entering trade. The sellers with lower equal prices
as well as buyers with higher equal bid prices can get
more utilities in the trade.

In the year, (Manpreet, 2010) came up with another
method using Ant algorithm which is one of the heuristic
algorithms that go well with allocation and scheduling in
grid computing. The presented Algorithm is a resource
allocation framework, which consist of resource broker,
user, resources and Grid Information Services. It adopts
ant colony as its key allocation strategy. Ant algorithm is
a random search algorithm, similar to other evolutionary
Algorithms (Dorigo and Gambardella, 1997). It is an
algorithm for solving the NP-hard combinatorial
optimization problems, like TSP (Traveling Salesman
Problem) (Krauter et al., 2002). Then followed by JSP
(Job-shop Scheduling Problem) (Colorni et al., 1999;
Lorpunmanee et al., 2007), QAP (Quadratic Assignment
Problem) and (Maniezzo and Colorni, 1999). The
enthusiasm of this study by the author was to develop an
algorithm that can execute efficiently and effectively
when it comes to time minimization and cost in the entire
execution process. The simulation of the proposed
algorithm is presented using Gridsim. Base on the
simulation results, it shows that the Resource Oriented

Ant Algorithm (ROAA) maximize the decrease in total
execution cost and time. 

Another study by Adil et al. (2011) proposed an
approach which minimize the overall time for task
completion in effective and efficient way. To stay away
from unexpected completion time arises when using non-
reserved bidding process for the purpose of competition
between grid clients on resources; their algorithm
recommends the single reservation mechanism to reserve
the best resource for the task as a dedication and hence
guarantees the task completion time will be as expected.
Based on the characteristics and status of its resources, the
resource provider decides whether to join the bidding
process or not. Moreover if a resource provider take part
in a bidding process, it sends a bid that utters the status of
its resources to the grid client and reserves the resources
for that bid. The assessment of received bids by the client
begins as soon as the client receives the first bid. At a
point where the client regards the first received bid as the
best bid. As soon as the client receives the next bid, he
evaluate the present received bid with the best bid being
received, after the evaluation if the new bid is better than
the best bid, then the grid client will sends a token to the
old provider informing it to open the reserved resources
for that bid as well as consider the new bid as best bid.
Moreover the client constructs a sorted array for the
received bids as well as assigns the old bid to the first
element in the array. The same it goes if the best bid is
better than the received bid, the client will assign the new
bid in the first location of the sorted bid array as well as
sends a token to the new bid supplier. This process will
keep repeating each time the client receives a new bid.
When the prearranged time period T come to an end, the
client put forward the task to the provider with the best
bid. If the submission of the task fails in that case the
client will try to allocate the task to the first supplier in
the sorted array of bids, if this also fails in that case the
client try the next and so on. Finally when all failed
together with the suppliers in the array the grid client will
starts a new bidding process. This algorithm uses single
reservation mechanism to reserve the best resource for the
task. 

Reinforcement learning: Reinforcement Learning is a
type of Machine Learning and also a branch of Artificial
Intelligence which enables machines and software agents
to automatically determine the ideal behaviour within a
specific context, in order to maximize its performance.
Based on this method Aram et al. (2004) uses the method
of reinforcement learning by allowing a system which
consists of a large number of heterogeneous
reinforcement learning agents that shares common
resources for their computational needs. The agents are
out of communication among themselves: the single
information agents obtain is the anticipated end time of a
job being submitted to exact resource and also serves as
a reinforcement indication for the agent. They create a
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multi agent model of resource allocation that is simplified
because a large number of users submit jobs to one of the
resources that are scheduled by a local scheduler base on
the local policies, while the agents have no
aforementioned knowledge of the resources. The users
here are also defined as sane, self-centered a agent that try
to take advantage of their utilities, in order to complete
their jobs in a shortest period time and yet maintains the
main features of Grid environment. An analysis has been
done for the universal performance of the system using
numerical simulations and contrasts it with base line
algorithms that exploit a global knowledge of present
resource loads. Their results exemplify that reinforcement
learning can be able to used to improve the qualities of
resource allocation in a large scale heterogeneous system.
It is to be noted, there is a deficiency of re-allocation
which results to a significant challenge for the users and
brokers, because agents are out of communication among
themselves and they have no knowledge of the resources
while both users and brokers needs agents to accomplish
the resources allocation in a short period time. So by
utilizing quasi-transactional mechanisms which is
advance reservation and agreement for resource
allocation, (Czajkowski et al., 2002), may resulted to
decomposition of co-allocation problem into a set of
simpler independent operation types with separate
learning states for each agents.

Another study by Aram et al. (2005) applied multi-
agent learning techniques to the problem of resource
allocation in the Grid. In this study they scrutinize a
simple algorithm for distributed resource allocation that
meet the allocation of resources, to the tasks put forward
by users. They also scrutinize a definite case when the
allocation decisions by individual users are pedestal on
reinforcement learning and study the global performance
of a Virtual Organization (VO) implementing this
mechanism. The multi-agent learning approach studied
here depends on a least monitoring capability to compare
resources, only requiring that the agent acquire status
signals for job requests issued by the same agent. But, a
short hypothesis of their model is that, an existing finding
and policy system authorized the agents to reach their
internal model of presented resources to an appropriate
set. There is no precise communication or interaction
between the agents: the only information that agents
obtain is the anticipated response time of a job submitted
to a meticulous resource, which serves as a reinforcement
signal for the agent. Reinforcement learning is well-
matched to these challenges because it builds up each
agent’s knowledge based exclusively on those agents’
experiences.

DISCUSSION 

In general, heterogeneous computing systems have
computing resources with different capabilities, input or
output devices, data repositories and other resources all

interconnected by heterogeneous local and wide area
networks. The main challenges in utilizing heterogeneous
system are to effectively utilize all the accessible
resources. Grid is getting to be attractive and promising
platform for handling large-scale (problem solving)
application of multi-institutional interest with
heterogeneous resources. However, the management of
resources and scheduling computations (task and
resources) in the Grid environment is a complex
undertaking as they are geographically distributed,
heterogeneous naturally, owned or operated by different
individuals or agencies making use of their personal
policies, different access and cost models and have
dynamically varying loads and availability. In this review,
we looked into the issues and challenges involved in grid
resource allocation, to design resource allocation and
control mechanism in heterogeneous environment the
following objectives need to be considered:

C Partitioning huge complex allocation problems into
smaller, disjoint allocation problems. 

C Decentralizing resource accessibility, allocation and
control mechanism. 

C Design a reliable, fault tolerant and robust allocation
mechanism. 

C Design a scalable architecture for resource access in
a very sophisticated system.

C Provide guarantees to users and applications on
general performance criteria. Some of the
Performance criteria in distributed systems which
includes the following:

B Average response time
B Throughput
B Client access time
B Message delay time
B Loss of information 
B Probability of application failure 
C Define system performance criteria that reflect in

aggregate the diverse individual criteria of users and
applications. 

C Design a specific framework in which users have
transparent access to the services of a distributed
system, as services are offered in as efficient manner.
This framework should hide the complexity or
multiple resource providers and resource allocation
policies.

CONCLUSION   

Due to the extremely heterogeneous and complex
computing environments, availability of resources may
possibly fluctuate in Grid environments and In other
words, resource allocation is also an NP complete
problem where there is no final solution. Our main
objective is to review the various grid resource allocations
strategies which will in turn serve as a guide for
researchers and our vision for future research directions.
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Therefore, to facilitate further developments in the area,
it is essential to survey and review the existing body of
knowledge. Based on Table 1, we have studied and
classified various ways to achieve an optimum solution.
Therefore, operation research management (game theory
and transportation method) which have been widely use
in grid resource allocation for optimum solution; we will
design and evaluate a new algorithm for resource
allocation either by using simulation or real grid
environment. In our evaluation strategy, firstly we will
evaluate our algorithm in comparison with other well
known approaches using some simulation toolkits.
Finally, we will evaluate our proposed algorithm by
deploying it in experimental grid environment. Each of
these parts would be novel in its approach. In order to
assess the effectiveness for each of them, the research
study will provide a detailed comparative performance
analysis with current grid resource allocation methods.
The strengths and weaknesses of the new study will be
highlighted.
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